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Man has a natural tendency to occasionally depart from rhe tedious 
monotony of everyday life, as well as a desire to turn, if only for a moment, 
to rhe confirmed values rhat rrad ition offers, bur with a vision toward 
the future and rhe modern technologies and with rhe acknowledgement 
that we belong to today's modern world, with all rhe challenges and 
crises rhat rhe world carries with ir. ln that sense, the Visitor Centre 
of the National Bank of Serbia offers to rhe public an opportunity 
to reminisce on the historical values that define our social and cultural 
identity and, simultaneously, through interactive educational activities, 
offers visitors rhe necessary useful information for using modern banking 
products and services. 

Goal of the analysis 

The basic idea behind rhis srudy is the analysis of visitors' satisfacrion 
in regard to the offered content of the Visitor Centre of the National 
Bank of Serbia, in a desire to improve and develop the existing content, 
as weU as implement new content in keeping in step with contemporary 
global tendencies and adjusting those to visitors' wishes and needs. 

The National Bank, aside from its legal obligation - to maintain the 
stabiliry of prices and the financial system, also has a social responsibility 
in implementing numerous activities on various levels of social life, 
while being an institution of cu ltural and historical significance and a 
pi llar of rich cu ltural heritage. Thus the socio-psychological ana lysis of 
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rhe acriviries of rhe Visiror Cenrre has rhe goal of sa risfying char specific 
segment of ies work as a place of social harmony, where barriers, at least 
cemporarily, disappear among rhe users of ies services. 

The analysis of activities chat have been chus far realised by the Visiror 
Centre, which encompasses content char is open for public viewing in 
rwo edifices of the Narional Bank of erbia in Belgrade, includes the 
caregories of visirors, rheir motivation and experience ac the Visitor 
Centre as a place of cultural exchange, che promotion of mutual 
undersranding, cooperarion and harmony among people. 

Methodological approach 

The srudy covers a one-year analysis of rhe work of rhe Visiror Centre, 
wirh a review of rhe cultural manifesrarion "The ighr of Museums 
201 O". Ir was made based on rhe analysis of quesrionnaires that were 
given ro elemenrary and secondary school pupils and to adult visicors, 
rhe book of impressions, rhe electronic register of visits by categories, 
direct conversations wirh visirors, as well as direct examination and 
observarions of rhe employees of rhe Centre. 

Io conclusion, we will review problems that have been uncovered, 
questions thar rhose problems pose and rhe perspectives rhey offer. 

A unique museum project in Serbia 

The Visitor Centre of the National Bank of Serbia is nor a classic 
or insti ru rional museum, bur a specific educational-exhibiring centre, 
wirh a standi ng numismatic exhibirion , cheme exhibitions, remporary 
exhib itions and wirh adjoining educational and interactive content. 

As part of rhe policy of openness roward che public chat rhe ational 
Bank has for all caregories of rhe population, including those char 
are marginalised on any basis, rhe Yisitor Centre represents a place 
for extracurricular learning in which financial and cul tural-historical 
education are co mbined. This includes content availab le for public 
viewing in rwo locations of rhe Narional Bank of Serbia: 

• Io rhe hisrorical edifice of rhe Bank in 12 Kralja Petra Streer, 
• Io the new edifice in 17 emanj ina Srreet. 

The palace of rhe arional Bank in Kralja Perra Srreer represenrs one of 
rhe mosc beauriful architectura l creations of rhe l 9'h cenrury in Belgrade, 
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which is why it has been incorporated ioto the list of landmarks chat are 
under the protection of the state. The hali where the teller windows were 
formerly located has now been adapted ioto an educational exhibition 
space, in which visitors, in getting to know the exhibits displaying the 
work of a 126-year-old institution, fee! a sense of belonging to national 
and European tradition. 

The edifice of the National Bank in Nemanjina Street is a modern, new 
building constructed of glass and marble, in use since 2006, where the 
central hali also serves as a contemporary gallery space, in which visitors 
can enjoy diverse cultural, artistic and social events in a contemporary 
setting. 

ln maintaining a new role in society, the National Bank of Serbia, 
as a unique institution in Serbia, wishes to presene its activities to the 
public in an interactive way and demonstrate the significance of financial 
education of its citizens - from the youngest to oldest, as well as our 
cultural heritage, through exhibitional displays, lectures, discussions, 
creative workshops and participation in social events. 

ln July 2004, the National Bank, for the first rime in its 120-year 
long history, opened its doors and allowed the widest possible audience, 
local and international, to become familiar with specific aspects of our 
cultural heritage which includes currency and the messages portrayed 
through the artwork on it, but also the very edifice of the Bank. 

On the jubilee of the Bank, its 120'h birthday, a standing exhibition 
was opened, titled Money in the Territory of Serbia, which presented a 
review of money used throughout the territory of our country, from its 
earliest appearance until the currency currently in circulation. 

To this day, the standing exhibition has been enriched with themed 
exhibitions. The displays that attract most attention from visitors are 
The Dinar - Our Money, dedicated to the security features of banknotes 
chat prevent falsification, and Coins of Serbia, which demonstrates the 
manufacturing process of coinage. Both exhibitions are enriched with 
interactive content, which allows visitors the special opportunity to test 
the authenticity of banknotes on appropriate machines and to coin a 
small medal as a souvenir on a manual press. 

Leaning on tradition, yet with a vision toward the future, the Visitor 
Centre offers programmes specifically designed for preschool children, 
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for elemenrary school pupils and secondary school pupils. The education 
of yourh is conducred by and rhrough rhe exhibirional displays, special 
interactive didactic prograrnmes, quiz games, and workshops rhat were 
designed by experrs for particular age groups. Special didactic marerials 
were designed în an interesting, fun and approachable form that enables 
children ro participate extensively and ro be introduced, through garnes 
and murual socialisation, to rhe basic conceprs of money, bur alsa to the 
content nor covered by regular scholastic curr iculum. 

In promoring Belgrade and erbia on a national and international 
levei , rhe B and its Visitor Centre have alsa been active partners in 
numerous cultural and social evenrs. For severa! years now, the " European 
Herirage Oays" have been marked, whi le rhey participated în the cultural 
manifesrarions the" ighr of Museums" and "International Day of the 
Francophonie" for rhe rhird rime în 2009 . 

Active cooperarion is alsa pursued wirh the Children's C ultural Cenue 
in Belgrade and rhe Cenue for Contemporary Museum Oidactics. 

Entrance to al! displayed content ar rhe Visitor Centre îs free. 

The Visitor Centre has received rhe annual award of rhe ational 
Committee of the International Council ofMuseums (ICOM) for Project 
of rhe Year. The award was presented on the lnternational Museum D ay, 
18 May 2007, and the explanation, among orher things, mentions: 

"The es rablishment of rhe NBS Visitor Centre and its acrivities 
represent a unique museological project in our surroundings that can 
serve as an example to orher significanr government institutions, which 
led rhe Committee to decide to give it the award for Project of the Year." 

Visitation, categories of visitors, their motivation, methods of 
communication, a place of social harmony 

1. Visitation 
The displays, educational programmes and culturally educational 

content of rhe Narional Bank of Serbia were viewed and followed by a 
total of 33.571 people and of rhose: 

o 13.620 ar rhe edifice în Kralja Petra Srreet, 
o 8.657 ar rhe edifice on Slavija Square, and 
o 11.294 ar guesr appearances. 

A significanr segment of rhe Cenue's activiries are guest appearances 
în cities across Serbia wirh rhe goal of introducing rhe content to 
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impoverished communmes and cmzens who are unable to travel to 
Belgrade, particu larly the population attending schools. 
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content in the edifices located in Kralja Petra Street and on Slavija Square and 

guest appearances 

Note: ln 2009 guest appearances throughout several cities in Serbia 
are included 
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Graph2 
Total number of citizens introduced to the exhibitional and educational 

content at guest appearances in 2009 

2. Who are the visitors? 
The visitors are represenratives of the most diverse variety of groups in 

a social, psychological , developmental , educational and cultural sense. 
As borh edifices are accessible to the disabled, the wards of the Day 
Care Centre for Children and Youth with lmpaired Development in 
Sekspirova Srreet were also among the visi tors, as well as rhe wards of the 
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Home for Abandoned Children from Usranicka Srreet in Belgrade and 
rhe Social Welfare Centre from Novi Sad. 

231 852 2345 

m Elementary School Pupils • Secondary School Pupils D Students 

D Kindergardeners • Night of Museums • Individual Visits 

• European Heritage Days O Other Visitors 

Graph3 
Categories of visitors of the exhjbition space in Kralja Petra Street in 2009 

3. Motivation 
Generally people rend to be quite inert, of old-fashioned values, rhus 

having apprehensions toward accepting new things, new technologies, 
preoccupied wirh cu rrent problems, which is why the content offered by 
rhe Visitor Centre is nor very close to rhem . People are preoccupied wirh 
more important existential issues (disintegration of the state, transirion, 
unemployment, economic issues, and a general lack of interest in 
culrure ... ). A visit to a museum, even when entrance is free of charge, is 
nor among rheir priorities. Especially iris difficult for people to identify 
the National Bank as a bidder of exhibitional activities . 

The wealrh of cultural heritage and current cultural events should find 
rheir ways to rhe public in a contemporary, interactive mode that places 
rradirion as an invitation to uncover rhe fo rgotten, unexplored and, 
concurrencly, challenging and intriguing. In rhat sense, rhe role of the 
Visitor Centre is to be a place of harmonic intercultural communication . 

Taking into account rhe category of adult visitors, ir could be said they 
are primarily motivated by curiosiry. The National Bank of Serbia was 
long been considered a closed, secretive and unapproachable institution 
and rhe building was closed to rhe publ ic. People were thus primarily 
motivated by rheir desire to go in where entrance was fo rbidden for 120 
years, and then by the idea that visiting rhe Centre is an opportuni ty 
to learn. Encouraging curiosiry is an important segment of the Cenrre's 
work wi th visitors. Surrounded by currency displays, gold bars, 
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banknotes from the hyperinflation period of the Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia, visitors are sometimes in disagreement with the messages 
of the content displayed, or fee! uncomfortable being exposed to the 
reminders of difficult economic past, yet as long as they seem interested 
and while they are being informed, while the staff treats them respectfully 
regardless of their opinions, the goal of the Visitor Centre as a place of 
mutual understanding is being fulfilled. Seldom do visitors come with the 
motivation to be simply entertained and have a nice time, or to socialise 
with others - except in the case of "The Night of Museums", when this 
is the primary motivation. A smaller portion of visitors (mostly over the 
age of 45), among whom there are retirees, stated in the questionnaires 
that they came with the desire to do something valuable for themselves 
and most were in company of a friend, fami ly member or guest from 
abroad. 

One of the e-mails received: 
Dear Vesna, 
Please accept once again the deepest expression of gratitude for your 

extraordinary welcome and the "Fairytale Journey" that you presented 
us with through the history of the institution that one wou ld least 
expect it from! 

We are proud that you exis t! 
With the deepest respect, 
Yours 
Tatiana MILOVANOVIC 

Most visitors, especially groups of school children from the vicinity of 
Belgrade and rural areas, came in with a particular sense of awe. Within 
the ca tegory of adult visitors, there was an inconsequential percentage 
of those who came in with a sense of belitdement, motivated, again, by 
memories, histo rical heritage, as well as everyday politica! issues. 

When they visit, the different views of different categories of visito rs 
are manifested through the specific reactions of individuals, recorded in 
rhe book of impressions, questionnaires or said out loud. 

ln interacting with visitors, a significant influence was achieved toward 
attaining the primary goal, i.e. their role gained new con notation and 
passive observers become participants who, by their presence, not only 
went into the pasr to unite with the archetypical within themselves, 
but also into the future. Such interactive experience cannot compare 
to the passive listening and traditional image of a cu ltural institution. 
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Unfortunately, rhroughout rhe period which is, hopefully, now behind 
us, this image had a significant place where expectations, mental notions 
and the associations of our citizens are concerned, in regard to museums 
and museum displays. We can rherefore say that our goal has been 
achieved, yet certainly on a levei that only represents awakening and a 
change in attitude. 

An interesting piece of data from a co nducted study that relates social 
context to socio-psychological circumstances is that there is still an 
extremely small response from immediate farn ilies as a unique group set, 
except du ring "The Night of Museums". The cultural-historical content 
of the exhibition displays, as well as var ious content related to current 
times, have bypassed the interest of this particular group of visitors. 

The search for enjoyable time, curiosity and the des ire to participate 
ac tively in something rhat the entire city participates in on that particular 
night are the reaso ns for the extraordinary turnour during rhe cultural 
manifesta tion "The Night of Museums", but alsa the recommendations 
by friends and the clase ones who visited the NBS on the previous "The 

ights of Museums" . In cooperation with the Faculty of Philosophy -
Department for Art History, student volun teers were engaged during this 
manifestation, who provided an exrraordinary contribution. Interactive 
content - imitations ofbanknotes issued by the National Bank with one's 
own portrait in colour, small medals that visitors could coi n on a manual 
press and a bar lift (visitors were able to lift and weigh, although the 
volumes are the same, bars of gold, iron and lead) represent something 
unique in what exhibitional educational displays of institutions have to 
offer, co nsequendy al! vis itors had an absolute desire to get a banknote 
"of their own". Regardless of the sometimes an hour and a half queue 
to get in to the Bank, people were in extremely good spirits, excited to 
view the unique content they would receive as gifts. The entire event was 
topped off by the presence of the Governor of the NBS, who talked to 
visitors, autographed imitation banknotes, took pictures wich people, 
chat crea ring a particular sense of satisfaction within citizens chus making 
the Bank even more open and accessible to che public. They did not 
expecc anyching like ic! 

4. Methods of Communication 
ln a cime of frenetic communication , when being connecced is 

„essential", when people mainly cornmunicace by mobi le telephones or 
through internet, when rhere is no spontaneicy, because comrnunication 
is calculated, in incere, manufacrured , where fo llowing motives are 
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immediately recognised, when one person on ly sees a co mpetitor in 
anorher, and it is essentially uninterested, the direct human contact with 
visitors in an exhibitional space offers a sense of sarisfaction, both to rhe 
public (who is searching for value) and for the employees. The employees 
take a genuine interesr in the visitors and their needs and, encountering 
pleasant acceptance wirh the public, recognise the social value of their 
work, which motivates chem to step up rheir effort. The goal of these 
acrivities is for rhe Visitor Centre to become a place where information is 
exchanged, mutual understanding promoted, differences surpassed with 
respect, cooperation and harmony creared and, in that sense, the mission 
of the employees is for those who use rhe services to identify the Centre 
as a place of tolerance, good will and openness toward al l. 

ln the display and presentation, marerials from several fields have 
been synthesised, primarily taking ioto account chat the stay within 
rhe exhibitional space must not be dull, bur char visitors, rhrough 
entertaining conversational mediarion , should learn things relared to 
various activiries of the Narional Bank and wider. Conventional expert 
tours were avoided, as well as conferential ex cathedra presentations from 
a "he who is above, he who knows all" standpoint. 

The method of dialogue has proven tobe very successful and has allowed 
borh employees/mediators and visitors to share and conrribure particular 
knowledge rhrough, although directed, yet immediate conversation. 
A successful display object-mediator-visitor relarionship has been 
established. The classic, academic display of exhibi rs and educational 
displays has proven to be dull and people, children in particular, were 
nor willing ro merely lisren , buc soughr interactive mediarion. 

The elementary cool, as stared previously, is rhe interpersonal exchange 
and it represents the accompanying element to the displayed objects. 
The comprehension of the complexiry char verbal exchange and its 
conrribution ro understanding the entire content chat is placed before 
the visitors encourages rhe stance chat motivares further perfecring and 
learning cerrain communication skills. Thus the employees of the Centre 
rend to make their oral presentarion shorr and effective, in an efforr ro 
activare imagination, awaken curiosiry and probe quesrions rhar open 
new fields of interese. 

Visiror satisfacrion wirh this form of presenting has been recorded in 
rhe quesrionnaire and rhe visirors' book (wirh a top grade of 5 in 99% of 
cases, only one insrance of a grade 3, rhe rest graded 4). 
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This method of presentation is based on interactivity, mutual 
exchange of information, collaboration, the encounter, yet everyt~ing 
still evolves in a different way than everyday, spontaneo us conversanon. 
Unpredictable, unique moments have often been noticed, so this method 
of presenting the content within the exhibitional space has injected 
liveliness, flexibili ry, curiosity, originali ry, sometimes even humour, in 
one word it has enriched all that the Visitor Centre has to offer. A few 
examples that testify to that (from elementary school pupils): 

Why is it ca/led the central bank? Because it's located in the city centre. 
Where is money manufactured in the Republic of Serbia? In the Post Office!.. 

Although groups of school children have arrived quite unprepared , 
often poorly motivated by teachers and professors themselves and 
occasionally tired as they come in directly after classes, after entering the 
exhibitional space they show interest and satisfaction with the offered 
displays. Upon returning to school, they pass this sa tisfaction on to 
schoolmates from orher grades, subsequently leading to chain visirs of 
pupils of different ages from the same school. 

An effective mix of educational and accompanyi ng interactive activities 
maintains children's attention, maki ng them flexible and directing 
to notice the here and now. The genuine, direct observations of the 
children, stripped of taboo, had contributed to the sense of intimacy 
and equali ty among children who freely expressed their observations. 
Carried by this rhythm, a good effect was achieved in the true sense of 
the word, considering the unprepared state in which the children entered 
the museum . 

The education of teachers and adaptation of the content to focus on the 
target group of teaching professionals may present a welcome challenge 
in the near furure, considering that their approach to rhe content on 
disp lay at the Centre is less cooperative than expected. This aspect is 
not surprising, taking into accou nt the transitional context and socio
psychological frame to which we are exposed. Sometimes rime presents an 
important factor in attaining a co llaborarive relationship based on trust 
and understanding of the meaning of adopting educational and cultural 
content during a developmental stage, like that of school age children. 
ln forming the identity of a young individual, the respectability of adult 
authorities is cerrainly a co ntributing element and school teachers fall into 
this group. The fact that a quality collaborative relationship was formed 
quickly with some teachers (unfortunately in small numbers), thanks ro 
their consciousness of the importance of the matter, is res timony to that. 
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A far greater motivarion and preparation for visiting rhe Centre was 
recorded among children that a trend international schools (International 
School of Belgrade, Charrwell School, Ecole Frarn;:aise de Belgrade, rhe 
German School). 

5. A Place of Social Harmooy 
ln a social community blocked by an economic crisis, in rhe absence of 

common sense in rhe midst of a destroyed value system, when rhe words 
most often heard are "capital", "profir'', "gain", rhe Visitor Centre of rhe 
National Bank of Serbia is focused toward people and care for citizens 
rhrough various ways and forms , on rhe financial education level , as well 
as within socially cultural promotion. 

In partaking in the fulfilment of social responsibiliry of rhe NBS, rhe 
Visitor Centre has been actively involved in rhe campaign for promoring 
children's dinar savings Win by Saving, during which a special emphasis 
was placed on educational activiries and for which didactic materials 
were designed. The goal is to bring the concept and necessity of savings 
closer to children and explain ir to them. 

A weak morivation for savings was noticed as children are still under 
rhe inAuence of parents who do nor trust banks, despite the srabiliry 
of rhe dinar, which again is a consequence of rhe negative experiences 
parents had in rhe past, during the periods of inAation when banks "are" 
rheir long-rerm savings. A large amount of intensive work wirh youth is 
srill necessary within rhe campaign of financial education and constant 
reminding of the necessi ry of savings and rational use of funds in order 
ro change their way of rhinking, especially over rhe current year due 
to rhe effects of rhe global economic crisis, which did nor bypass our 
country. 

Taking into account chat the field of culture is what bonds people in 
rhe best possible way, char the knowledge of foreign languages represents 
one important rool for connecting people of diverse civilisarions and 
from different continents, char it opens new horizons, rhe Visitor Centre 
is an active participant in rhe manifestations European Heritage Days, 
l n tem ational Day of the Francophonie and The Night of Museums. 
During rhese events, a number of foreign visirors were noticed, who were 
surprised by rhe offered content and displays - from Serbia, a country 
in transition, rhis was nor expected! The success was mutual, both sides 
were winners - rhe Narional Bank and its Visitor Centre presented 
rhemselves in a contemporary European manner, offering rhe content 
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that some central banks of European countries offer their citizens, while 
foreign visitors had the opportuniry to be introduced to our culture and 
historical heritage, but above al! to the ational Bank as a whole, as a 
contemporary European instirution. 

Among the activities pro moting the National Bank of Serbia and the 
Republic of Serbia, the Bank, or rather the Communication Division 
that the Visitor Centre is a part of, organised for the first time in its 
history an exhibition abroad . ln honour of the Republic of Serbia's 
Chairmanship of the Council of Europe's Committee of Ministers , and 
to mark the contribution to the MONEYVAL project of the Council 
of Europe in which the BS actively participates, an exhibition tided 
"The National Bank of Serbia, a ational and European Instirution" was 
displayed in the central building of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg 
from September lO'h to 14'h 2007. The exhi bition was opened by the 
Governor. According to the Permanent Mission of the Republic of Serbia 
to the Council of Europe, the holding of the exhibition was very vafuab fe 
and contributed to the betterment of the overaLL reputation of Serbia. 

After organising the exhibition in trasbou rg, another positive 
international experience ensued. Namely, the ational Bank and its 
Visitor Centre, in cooperation with the N B Archive, and in honour 
of the lnternational Day of the Francophonie of 2008 , were invited to 
display as guests in March at the C ultural Centre of the Republic of 
Serbia în Paris, with the exhibition Central Banks of France and Serbia 
during the First Worfd wtir. The success of the exhibition was irrefutable, 
as the head lines in d1e press proved: ... The Governor of the NES exp fained 
how the idea for this trufy spectacular exhibition that Lefi no one indijferent 
came about; ... The exhibition was organised on a professionaL Levei, a display 
this significant has almost never been seen in the Serbian Cultural Centre in 
Paris ... , are only some of the notes recorded by the daily" vedok". 

pecia! attention is dedicated to cooperatio n with institutions that care 
for individual with special needs. Together with the Day Care Centre 
for Placement of Children and Youth with lmpaired Development, the 
Visitor Centre has held humanitari an auctions of works, of artistic and 
app licable value, of the wards of that Centre. The funds collected went 
toward purchasing tools for creative workshops, which were necessary 
for the development of these children . 
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Guest event in Novi Sad, Centre for Placement of Children with lmpaired 

D evelopment 

The Visitor Centre actively participates in the action "Small graduation, 
Big Heart", in which the graduates of Belgrade elementary schools invite 
their peers from Kosovo and Metohij a into their homes. Their visit îs 
organised as part of a joint project of rhe Ministry of Education, the 
Ministry for Kosovo and M etohija and rhe Secretariat for Education of 
the City of Belgrade, joined by the National Bank of Serbia as a socially 
responsible institurion. 

Within its socially responsible attitude, care for rhe oldes t citizens 
represents a significant part of these activities. Led by the wish to ensure 
that the oldest members of our sociery do nor fee! isolated, left to fend for 
themselves and that they fee! an active part of the communi ry, the Visitor 
Centre launched a programme în 2008 titled the N ights of Pensioners 
in the NBS, held once a month. This programme fo r socialising with 
the oldest members of our sociery includes expert guidance through the 
display space în the edifice, projections of films about rhe history of the 
Bank, hyperinflation, and the film The Dinar- Our Money. The positive 
reception of this prograrnme among our oldest îs best demonstrated by 
the Certificate of Appreciation f or Cooperation and Contribution to 
the Protection of the Elderly that the Visi tor Centre received from the 
Gerontology Centre of Belgrade. 
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The Night of Museums 20 10 

A to tal of 6, 100 visirors came to the Visito r Centre on the Night of 
Museu ms 2010. Upon co mpleting their visit, the visirors filled out a 
questionnaire on the current museum displays and social harmony. 
By careful and tendentious selection of questions in creating the 
ques tionnaire, a psychological effect on the visirors was achieved with 
the goal of widening perspectives in the direction of social harmony and 
equ aliry. 

By analysing the completed ques tionnai res, a study was performed 
with two main goals: 

1. Exploring visirors' attirudes; 
2 .Promo ting the Visitor Centre as a place that fosters cultural exchange, 

promotion of mu tual understanding, collaboration and equali ry among 
people. 

The promotion of a humane approach in the sense of openness roward 
all categories of the population, including socially challenged individuals 
and those with disabili ties, has a posi tive influence on the development 
of consciousness amo ng people, breaking of taboos and prej udices, as 
well as on readiness to accept di fferences. 

Graphic display of research results: 

Graph 1 

Night of Museum 2010 visitors - gender 

Graph 2 

Night of Museums visitors - profession 

unemployed 4 % 
rebred 2% pupil 18% 

student 46% 

men 
38% 
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Graph 3 
Night of Museums 201 O v lsitors - by age 
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Graph 4 
Night of Museums 2010 visitors - by education 
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Graph 5 
Why dld you vlsll lhe museum? 
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Graph 6 

Who dld you vlslt the museum wlth? 
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Graph 7 
ln your opinion, what did you primarily gain from this visit? 
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Graph 8 
How d ld you feel as you observed the dlsplayed content? 

41% 

1--

1--

PleasantJ 
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lnterested/ 
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5% 

Graph 9 
Did you experience the Night of 

Museums as an occasion for cultural 
exchange, improvement of mutual 
understanding , cooperation and 

harmony among people? 

Graph 11 

Graph 10 
Do you feel that the openness of the Visitor 
Centre of the NBS fosters the feeling of 
harmony and equality among visitors? 

no; 9% 

yes; 91 % 

Dld the free content of the Visltor Centre lnfluence you positively to 
vlslt the Centre more often? 

yes ==============~ 79% 

·~ I vlsit exhlbltlons regardless of 
15% ·g. whether the entrance ls free or charged 

~ 
·~ no 
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Graph 12 

ls there understanding, tolerance, good will and 
openness of the employees toward the visitors 

in the Visitor Centre of the NBS? 

no 2% 

yes 98% 
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Graph 13 

Do you believe we live in a society that supports 
social, rellglous, mlnorlty and polltlcal 

dlfferences? 

yes 18% 

partially 50% 

Graph 14 
Did you feel that the exhibited content of the NBS is available to 
all categories of the population including those socially challenged 

(marginalised categories)? 

Ves t:============ 63% 

I am noi sure how lnterested the socially ":::::I 
challenged groups are în the content JI 21% 

Socially challenged groups are noi 

informed enough and are thus marginalised 
15% 

Other: li would be nice if the entrance 
was free 

1% 
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percentage of visitors 

Graph 15 
ln your opinion, is there a humane relation presen! in our society today 

toward people with disabilities? 

yes 

There is a distance and less 
understanding and tolerance 

among people 

no 

39% 

] 31% 

30% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 
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"Night ofMuseums 2010" Review: 
- The Yisicor Centre of che NBS was in che majoricy of percencage 

visiced by scudents (46%) and employed cicizens (30%); 
- The mosc numerously represenced age cacegory was from 20 co 30 

years (54%) 
- Yisicors mainly have a higher educacion, i.e. universicy degree (37%) 

or are currencly attending universicy (4 1 %); 
- The mosc represenced reason for visiting is attaining new knowledge 

(40%) or curiosicy (36%); visitors in cheir early cwencies and younger 
connecc cheir visic mosc co entercainmenc and new experiences, which 
is a reflection of cheir developmental stage. (promocing cultu ral and 
educational content in chis way posicively channels che desire for new 
experiences among youch); 

- The largesc percencage of visitors co che Visicor Centre was accompanied 
by friends (60%); family visits included a cocal of 17% which implies 
chat chis cargec group, as a unit of sociecy, could be encouraged and 
accivaced in che coming period; 

- The majoricy of visicors declare chat che basic gain from chis visic was 
attaining new knowledge as expecced, buc chis attitude is also presene 
among individuals who did noe have such expeccacions in che beginning, 
e.g. chey relaced co che visic more as encercainmenc; 

- The displayed exhibi ts creaced a sensacion of interese, being informed 
(59%) and pleasancness in a nice environmenc (4 1 %) among visicors; 

- In 95% of cases, visicors viewed che Centre as a p lace of cultural 
exchange, promocion of mutual understanding, collaboracion and 
harmony among people; 

- 91 % of visicors chink chat che openness of che Yisicor Centre of che 
NBS co che public promoces a sense of equalicy and harmony among che 
visicors; 

- The free content avai lable ac che Visicor Centre of che NBS in 79% of 
cases posicively influences more frequenc visi cs; 

- 98% of visitors believe chat che employees of che Visitor Centre are 
coleranc, well meaning and open co al! visitors; 

- Half of che visicors (50%) scaced chat che sociecy in which we live 
only partially respeccs social, religious, minoricy and policical differences, 
while 32% of visitors believe chis respect does noe exist ac all; 18% of 
visicors have a posicive atticude coward chis issue, i.e. chey believe respect 
for chese differences is presene in sociecy. 

- 63% of visicors have che impression chat che content of che exhibicions 
of che NBS is open co all cacegories of che populacion, while 21 % of 
visicors believe chat social ly challenged cacegories are noe inceresced in 
che content, which cou ld be a sign of che exiscence of prejudices in our 
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sociery; 15% of visitors believe rhar socially challenged caregories are nor 
adequarely informed and are rhus marginalised ; . . 

- 39% of visitors believe rhat rhere is a humane reia non present 10 our 
sociery toward people wirh disabiliries, 30% of vi itors do no _r agree with 
char statemen r, while 31 o/o of visitors consider rhat rhere 1s a general 
distance, less undersranding and tolerance among people. 

Cohesiveness as an important defi.ning point of groups 
in which the participants are mutually in a harmonic 
relationship 

The Visitor Centre of rhe BS, with its exhibitional displays and 
interaction with visitors has a desire to attai n greater cohesion among the 
members of visitor groups. Considering rhe fact that chere is interacrion 
on part of rhe employees of rhe Yisitor Centre wirh rhe visitors, as 
well as among rhe visitors rhemselves, during their participation in rhe 
displayed co ntent, ir could be said rhar this represents an active group. 
Cohesivene s is considered a significant characteristic of rhe group due 
to rhe great influence rhar cohesivenes has on rhe funcrionaliry of a 
group. 

The very word co hesiveness signifies connecrion, harmony. The 
cohesiveness of a group îs rhe attraction of rhe group to irs members 
or co nnecrion ro rhe group. That co nnecrion to the group is, first and 
foremosr, a connecrio n to irs members and posirive inreracrion with 
them. The connectio n to rhe group grows as rhe expectations rhat 
members have of rhe gro up are fulfilled . lf activism againsr prejudice 
îs an important val ue to rhe group and rhe group uppo rts this va lue, 
rhe cohesiveness and interacrion wirhin rhe group wi ll be grearer. The 
approach of rhe Visitor enrre is based on the e humane aspecrs. 

Sources of cohesiveness in a group: 
The source of cohesiveness !ie în rhe mutual atrracrion of rhe members 

of a gro up. Where rhere are more posirive mutual personal arrirudes 
among group members, grearer mutual affection, rhe attraction and 
co hesiveness wirhin rhat group will be greater. 

Similariries berween group members, above all în their attitudes and 
values, contribure to the cohesiveness of rhe group primarily because ir 
leads to mutual attracrion . Findings (Gro s, 1956) show char ometimes 
rhe differences wirhin a group are more important to rhe group. They can 
also conrribure to cohe iveness . These are groups in which rhe differences 
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among their members are important because they contribute to better 
functionali ty. This is the very concept that social harmony is based on. 

Group goals and group atmosphere are also one of the elemenrs of 
cohesiveness. ln our case, the goals are intercultural exchange and unity, 
a harmony of all differences among people without prejudice with 
a humane approach. The relation of collaboration and cooperation 
is particularly important, which is something that the Visi tor Centre 
insists on. 

Limitations of this study, problems that were uncovered, 
questions that these problems raise and the perspectives 
they offer 

A limitation, bur also a problem that is open for conducting a more 
precise and high quality analysis , are the demonstrared commendations, 
posirive impressions and, in general, visitors' sarisfaction. There were 
an exrremely small number of suggestions and criticism was very rare, 
limited only to rhe Centre's work hours. The reason for this, we assume, 
is the offered content that is unique in the country, fo llowed by the 
possibility of entering the edifice of the Bank, the openness of the Bank 
toward the public, in one word people are thrilled, satisfied and grateful 
that they are afforded the opportuniry to see something like this. They 
have gotten to know the National Bank in an entirely different light than 
what they were expecting! 

Also, the interpretation and explanation of the possible reason why the 
data received during the qualitative analysis of the Visitor Centre do not 
show negative criticism in relation to rhe work and content of the Centre 
and direction for further investment in order to improve the qualiry of 
the content could be the following: 

The basic goal set in rhe activities plan of the Visitor Centre was 
primarily an open invitation, breaking of taboos, change of attitude, 
awakening from cultural apathy (one of the significant psychological 
phenomena conditioned by the transitional context of this region) . 
Activities directed roward attaining this goal were primari ly to represent 
rich cultural heritage and cultural and educational content in a 
contemporary interactive way. Judging by the mentioned reactions of 
visitors, rhis goal has been attained regardless of the circumstances of 
cultural alienation and rhe presence of existential problems that most 
citizens have. 
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The current starting point that has been attained allows for and opens 
the door to presenting higher goals and plans in relation to further 
research, analysis and retrospective comparison over a longer period of 
time, which would allow for the development of the museum content 
and a view inco the significant changes in support of improving current 
activicies and direccing che content of the museum programme coward 
the desires and needs of visitors in the finest sense. 

We hope chat, when che first wave of thrill by the offered content and 
programme passes, people will begin to be more critica!, having larger 
and more precise demands. 

The criticism most often received was during the first contact with 
visitors and îs related to advertising and media promotion of the 
activities of the Visitor Centre. People believe that these activities are 
not advertised enough and that the public is not well enough informed 
about rhe content we offer and the possibility for well-spent cime in 
the Centre. It has been proven that the most efficient, but also rhe least 
cosdy way to promo te the activities of the Visi tor Centre is precisely 
"mouth-to-mouth" marketing. 

Today, when the media are no longer the "seventh" buc the "firs t" 
power, it is essential to turn to marketing, co which the success of the 
radio advertisement in July and August can attest. The activities organised 
by the Visitor Centre are noe exactly material for the media, who are 
overburdened by sensationalism, excesses and profit. In search of content 
that will sell more or raise the ratings, readership or number of issues, 
the media enter the sphere of privacy, sensationalism, scandal, political 
affairs are created, whi le information chat speaks of something positive, 
successful, of a promotional event of an institution as renowned as the 
NBS, is almost entirely disregarded. In chat sense, the media coverage 
of the activities of the Visitor Centre is inconsequential and this is the 
plane that requires work and development in the fu ture. As one of the 
first proposed activicies, a regular gachering of journaliscs from cultural 
and educational desks shou ld be organised. 

The criticism referring to crowds is, in part, understandable. However, 
in individual cases exceptions had to be macle - when class trips from 
rural schools were che case, because che children had limited cime, 
or in che case of children with special needs when, due co the more 
complicated organisation of cheir transportation, especially disabled 
children in wheelchairs, or sicuacions in which an entire school visited 
at once. 
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A problem that appeared occasionally, bur in this case for the employees 
of the museum, was the matter of discipline/lack of discipline during 
children's group visits. The behaviour of teachers was , în particular cases, 
disappointing and unacceptable. Orher rhan not preparing rhe children 
properly for the visit, or for their behaviour in a museum, they were 
complerely uninterested and did nor keep the children in order, bur were 
passive observers and left ir to rhe employees to tend to that, which was 
tedious at times. 

A need that also arose was rhe division of horizonta1 and vertical 
functional relations for better work efficiency with the goal of achieving 
visitors' experience of rhe Visitor Centre as a place of social harmony. 

Conclusion 

Based on rhe analysis of visitors' impressions, rhe vast majority (99%) 
expressed satisfaction with rhe visit as a who le, with rhe qualiry of 
reception as well as with the offered content. The general consensus was 
rhat, regardless of rhe categories of visitors and rhe motive that brought 
rhem, everyone left pleased, with rhe comment rhey learned something 
new and that they had a nice time and with rhe recognition rhat, where 
individual visits are concerned, a part of rheir free rime was usefully 
consumed (which is proven by numerous observations în rhe book of 
impressions). 

The role of rhe presented interactive content is a great one, as it has 
în a significant measure, contributed to the large number of visitors. 
The orher activities involved have also made their own significant 
contribution. 

What îs emphasised by rhe conducred analysis is the fascination of 
visitors upon their arrival to rhe Visitor Centre, bur rhis is in no way 
rhe higher goal. Continuity in visits and rwo-way communication with 
visi tors, from rheir involvement to their very creation of content îs the goal 
rhat rhe Centre wishes to attain. Constant rwo-way communication , the 
building of a mental image for visitors that associates to the possibiliry of 
continuous work on oneself and attaining new knowledge are the tasks 
of the Visitor Centre, as well as the tendency to become a mandatory 
partner to schools, despite rhe fact rhar educational and cu ltural events 
are rhe heirs to a long and difficult past. 
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Mass unemploymenr and economic instabiliry weaken the significance 
of formal education because such education is no longer a secure 
investment in rhe fu ture when rhe widest social masses are concerned. In 
a modern rime, conditions are becoming less predictable, which forces 
individuals and communities to become more Aexible, to become more 
adaptable to new forms oflearning, so rhat they can adapt to the changing 
conditions and new life situations. This is why the place of a museum and 
institutions outside the museum can be tied to the education of citizens 
and provision of education in an interesting, inspirational and attractive 
manner. In this regard, rhe Visitor Centre of the National Bank of Serbia 
makes efforr to respond to the demands rhat a new rime places upon us . 
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